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where real growth and development
can flourish.
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an emerging concept in
traditional coaching theory,
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approach to the
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to
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in stock
availability and a 3 percent
reduction in stock availability
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Seventy-three percent of
respondents reported that the
coaching had improved management
effectiveness.
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that coaching interventions
are a highly effective
thºªh tothat
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things,
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It
highlighted that 82 percent
of the respondents said
the initiative had improved
their team performances.
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division after the coaching programme
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Completed by Duncan Harrison
as part of his UCT MBA
requirements last year, the
research measured the effects
of an integral coaching programme
at that company.
The study used data covering
a 46-month period comprising
two

equal

time

periods,

namely a pre-coaching period
and a post-coachingcommencement
period.
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coaching
during the current tough
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boost competitiveness,
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for Coaching based at
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Specia Correspondent
Graduate School of Business.
The study follows coaching
interventionsthat have helped
to
boost
the operations of
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